Background
Human Endogenous Retroviruses (HERVs) are inherited after ancient germ-line cell infections by exogenous retroviruses. No replication-competent HERVs are known but few of them have one or several intact retroviral genes and retain some physiological effects. The number and classification of human endogenous retroviruses vary according to method of enumeration [1] . The focus of our project is to perform a systematic analysis and a classification of HERVs, in order to better understand their evolution and their involvement in shaping the human genome.
Material and methods
Human genome (GRCh 37/hg19) was analyzed with Retro-Tector (ReTe) version 1.01 [2] . Rete was run on an Intel based machine, with 4 Xeon processors with 6 2.66 GHz cores, 256 Gb of RAM with an estimated execution time for the genome of 1 -2 days. The final classification of the 3,290 detected proviral chains was performed by BLASTing the concatenated Gag, Pro, Pol (as reconstructed by ReTe) aminoacid and proviral nucleotides against retroviral consensus and reference sequences and against Repeat-Masker library of May 2013. Integration pattern analysis was made by custom algorithms.
Results
The 3,290 proviral chains were classified in 57 unique groups which could be placed into class I (gamma-and epsilonlike), II (betalike) and III (spumalike). A few were more similar to errantiviruses. Integration patterns analysis showed a tendency for proviruses from the same clade to occur together, within 100 000 bases, maybe due to local duplications. Representatives from some gammaretroviral clades (HERVH and HERVE) integrated more frequently than expected by chance into the 5' end of 
Conclusions
We conclude that HERVs detected via a model-based search algorithm can be classified according to similarity with reference and consensus sequences. Recombinant forms seem to be more common than previously appreciated. However, phylogenetic trees displayed a consistent topology. HERV stop codon usage revealed mechanisms behind their gradual decay. Some gammaretroviral clades were more frequently integrated next to promoters and CpG islands than other HERV clades.
